
Barbara Stauffacher Solomon, Supergraphics for Sea Ranch, 1966.
Vibrant primary colors, sans-serif letters, arcs, and slashing  

diagonals form a strong counterpoint to the archtectural structure 
and the brilliant sunlight.



Rosmarie Tissi, advertisement for E. Lutz & Company, 1964.
The space comes to life through subtle shifts and angles that 

throw the page into a state of suspended animation



Rosmarie Tissi, direct-mail folder for Anton Schob printers, 1981.
Dynamic color and shape create an expressive backdrop.



April Greiman, Fashion Show + Clothing Sale, 1986.
Deeply interested in the “texture of technology,” was the first 

time she used output from the computer on a final product.



April Greiman, Cal Arts viewbook, 1979. 
Bright colors, pastels, letters, and shapes floated without any 

grid to anchor them.



April Greiman, “Does It Make Sense?” Design Quarterly, 1986.
Far from the clean straight lines and angles of the International 
style, and the idea of using the emotionless, unfeeling technol-

ogy of computers was frowned upon.



Paula Scher, poster for CBS records, 1979.
Synthesis of contradictory inspirations, such as Russian con-

structivism and nineteenth-century wood-type posters, as here, 
is often a springboard to innovation.



Paula Scher, Swatch poster, 1985.
Scher's design for the popular watch brand Swatch took Her-

bert Matter's well-kown 1934 Swiss travel poster as its source.
Swapping the historical model for a contemporary substitute.



Paula Scher brought a new and eclectic approach to typogra-
phy by “illustrating with type,” which has since become highly 
influential in the world of design. It was her ability to paint and 

draw that allowed her to infuse graphic design with feeling, 
which radiate through the typography she created.



Katherine McCoy, poster for Cranbrook, 1989.
This poster is organized diagrammatically: The four basic nouns 

and verbs at each corner are related by dotted lines.



Wolfgang Weingart, exhibition poster, 1977.
A kaleidoscope of shifting images and forms calls experience of 

hte museum and its art into play.



Wolfgang Weingart, exhibition poster, 1982.
Modulated patterns of overlapping colored dots warp and  

modulate the space.



David Carson, Ray Gun, 1993.
David Carson's designs shook up established ideas about what 

editorial graphics could be.



Michael Vanderbyl, California Public Radio poster, 1979. 
A rectangle negates the eye while triangles over the ear and 
flaring away from the mouth signify the auditory, nonvisual  

medium of radio



Michael Vanderbyl, promotional mailer, Paper Company, 1985. 
Diagonal placement, textured letterforms, and mixed fonts echo 

the uninhibited vigor of the Italian design studio memphis.



Michael Vanderbyl, cover for business furniture catalogue, 1985.
Gestures and other elements of art were used as decorative 

ofjects or their physical presence.



Michael Manwaring, retail display poster for Santa Cruz, 1984.
Diagonal torn-edged collage elements and rubber stamps con-

vey an lively informality.



Michael Manwaring, brochure cover for Barr Exhibits, 1984.
Postmodern design delights in pastel shades and repeated pat-
terns. The viewer participates in the design by deciphering the 

half-hidden, dimensional B.


